Halløj VR!
What is Virtual Reality or VR?
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The technical definition is “A computer-generated simulation of a three-dimensional image
or environment that can be interacted with in a seemingly real or physical way by a person
using special electronic equipment, such as a helmet with a screen inside or gloves fitted
with sensors.”
What it means to you and me, is the ability to enter any world or situation in a completely
immersive and 'virtually real' experience. We can become a surgeon transplanting a heart,
a bee making honey or an electron traveling at the speed of light through the universe.
Virtual reality isn’t bound by the elements, so there is no space too big or too small to
enter, there is no distance too far to travel or any speed too fast. Time can stop, reverse,
fast forward or cease to exist completely. Virtual Reality is not a technology, it's a space
that invites us all to go anywhere, become anything and experience everything.
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Why a VR headset
The best thing about VR is that it lives on your mobile device. Simply use our VR headset
and you’ll be connected to this new medium with fun and inspiring games, stories and
films. We also hope it tickles your imagination as to where VR could go. This is really just its
first steps. We still haven’t met the Google, the Picasso’s or Serena Williams of VR, maybe
it’s you?

What do I need to do?
Pop down to your local store and try a pair, all you need is an internet connection or data.
But do hurry. We only have a limited amount, and they're sure to go fast.

Virtual memory
Third party app’s FREE TO DOWNLOAD. The apps are suggestions by us and we do not
corporate or have any relationship with any of the companies behind the apps.

Aquarium VR
EON Reality

Take a journey under the sea to discover
what lies beneath our virtual aquarium. This
interactive aquarium features sharks, clown fish
and many more. Look deeper to learn more
about the ethereal sea life in the Pacific Ocean.
If you want to discover what type of fish is in
our virtual reality aquarium, gaze at the specific
fish to reveal their description.
Download it for free on Apple Store here
Not available on Google Play
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Jurassic VR – Dinos for Cardboard Virtual Reality
Rabbit MountainAdventure

Have you ever wanted to meet Dinosaurs
in real life?
Experience the ultimate dino ride with
Jurassic Virtual Reality (VR)
Check out the new Simulator mode to see dino's
up and close!
Not enough? Hop on the coolest roller coaster
rides with this extra free bonus content all
packed into one VR app.
Download it for free on Apple Store here
Download it for free on Google Play here

Roller Coaster VR
FIBRUM

VR Roller Coaster is a breathtaking 360 VR
simulation of a crazy amusement ride.
Compatible with any VR headset this game sets
another level of thrill and excitement in virtual
reality.
Buckle up as ahead of us we’ve got looney
drops, lightning-fast speed and craziest track
twists one could ever imagine!
Download it for free on Apple Store here
Download it for free on Google Play here

VR Jump Tour

Onacasoft Co., Ltd.
Do you want to jump like Dragonball?
Yes you can!
How to play
If you jump, the acceleration sensor in iOS
device detects your motion and you can see the
high place like super jump.
Download it for free on Apple Store here
Not available on Google Play

